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At present, in many areas in which the concept of belief plays a role, one can
observe that probabilistic theories dominate over logical ones:
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Belief as Qualitative Probability

What I am interested in: joint theories, e.g., for pairs

〈P,Bel〉

that include (i) the probability axioms for a degree-of-belief function P,
(ii) logical closure conditions for a belief set Bel , and (iii) bridge principles.

Following some of Pat’s footsteps, we can then prove representation theorems
that give us insight into what such pairs 〈P,Bel〉 are like.

Plan of the talk:

Absolute Belief and “←” of the Lockean Thesis

Conditional Belief and “→” of the Lockean Thesis

A Note on “Traditional” Qualitative Probability

(Instead of a list of references: just see Hintikka & Suppes 1966!)
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Absolute Belief and “←” of the Lockean Thesis

In many cases a quantitative concept corresponds to a
classificatory concept. Thus temperature corresponds to the property
Warm. . . (Carnap 1950)

Now, if we have
believed ≈ warm

degree of belief ≈ temperature

and if also
x is warm ↔ temperature(x) ≥ r

is plausible, where r would be determined contextually, then

X is believed ↔ P(X)≥ r

should hold for belief and degrees of belief as well (“Lockean thesis”).

For the moment, let us concentrate just on the “←” direction.
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In order to spell out under what conditions the “←” of the Lockean thesis,

LT
≥r> 1

2← : Bel(X) if P(X)≥ r > 1
2

the axioms of probability for P, and logical closure conditions for Bel , such as

If Bel(Y ) and Y ⊆ Z , then Bel(Z ).
!

!

"#!

If Bel(Y ) and Bel(Z ), then Bel(Y ∩Z ).
...

are jointly satisfied, we will need this probabilistic concept:

Definition (cf. Skyrms 1977, 1980)
Let P be a probability measure over a σ-algebra A. For all X ∈ A:

X is P-stabler iff for all Y ∈ A with Y ∩X , ∅ and P(Y )> 0: P(X |Y )> r .

So P-stabler propositions have stably high probabilities under salient
suppositions. (Examples: All X with P(X) = 1; and many more!)
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The following representation theorem can be shown:

Theorem

Let Bel be a class of members of a σ-algebra A, and let P : A→ [0,1].
Then the following two statements are equivalent:

I. P is a prob. measure, Bel satisfies logical closure (≈ doxastic logic),

and LT
≥P(BW )> 1

2← .

II. P is a prob. measure, and there is a (uniquely determined) X ∈ A, s.t.

– X is a non-empty P-stable
1
2 proposition,

– if P(X) = 1 then X is the least member of A with probability 1; and:

For all Y ∈ A:
Bel(Y ) if and only if Y ⊇ X

(and hence, BW = X).

And either side implies the full LT
≥P(BW )> 1

2↔ : Bel(X) iff P(X)≥ P(BW )> 1
2 .
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Example:

6. P({w7}) = 0.00006 (“Ranks”)

5. P({w6}) = 0.002

4. P({w5}) = 0.018

3. P({w3}) = 0.058, P({w4}) = 0.03994

2. P({w2}) = 0.342

1. P({w1}) = 0.54

!
!

"! #!

$!

%&'()! %&*(! %&%*+!

%!
%&%,+! %&%%%%-!

%&%%)!
%&%'..(!

!"

#"

$"

$"

%"

&"
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This yields the following P-stable
1
2 sets:

{w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6,w7} (≥ 1.0)

{w1,w2,w3,w4,w5,w6} (≥ 0.99994)

{w1,w2,w3,w4,w5} (≥ 0.99794)

{w1,w2,w3,w4} (≥ 0.97994)

{w1,w2} (≥ 0.882)

{w1} (≥ 0.54) (“Spheres”)
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By σ-additivity, one can prove: The class of P-stabler propositions X in A with
P(X)< 1 is well-ordered with respect to the subset relation.
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This implies: If there is a non-empty P-stabler X in A with P(X)< 1 at all, then
there is also a least such X.
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Another example: For three worlds (and r = 1
2 ), we get:
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Almost all P here have a least P-stable
1
2 set X with P(X)< 1!
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Conditional Belief and “→” of the Lockean Thesis

Famously, there is a probabilistic way of defining logical validity in terms of
“high probability preservation” (which is axiomatizable!):

Suppes (1966):

A1
...
Am

D

Adams (1966):

A1
...
Am

B1→ C1
...
Bn→ Cn

D/E → F

For all ε > 0 there is a δ > 0, such that for all probability measures P: if

P(A1)> 1−δ, . . . ,P(Am)> 1−δ, P(C1|B1)> 1−δ, . . . ,P(Cn|Bn)> 1−δ,

then
P(D), P(F |E)> 1− ε.
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Here is a different take on the qualitative counterpart of conditional probability:
conditional Bel(.|.) and “→” of the Lockean Thesis (with r independent of P):

Theorem
Let Bel be a class of pairs of members of a σ-algebra A, and let P : A→ [0,1].
Then the following two statements are equivalent:

I. P is a prob. measure, Bel satisfies logical closure (AGM belief revision ≈
Lewisian conditional logic ≈ rational consequence), and LT>r

→ .

II. P is a prob. measure, and there is a (uniquely determined) chain X of
non-empty P-stabler propositions in A, such that Bel(·|·) is given by X
in a Lewisian sphere-system-like manner.

LT>r
→ (“→” of Lockean thesis) For all Y ∈ A, s.t. P(Y )> 0:

For all Z ∈ A, if Bel(Z |Y ), then P(Z |Y )> r .

And either side implies the full LT≥PY (BY )>r
↔ : Bel(Z |Y ) iff PY (Z )≥ PY (BY )> r .
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For three worlds again (and r = 1
2 ), the maximal Bel(·|·) given P and r are

given by these rankings (≈ sphere systems):
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A Note on “Traditional” Qualitative Probability

This is taken from Suppes (1974), “The Measurement of Belief”:

166 UPPES - The Measurement of Belief [No. 2, 

A first point to note is that the probability  measure B is not unique, nor apparently 
can its uniqueness up to a given  set  of transformations be  characterized in an 
interesting  way, a situation that is true for many  finite  geometries when the set of 

$transformations is  as  general as possible  consistent  with the finite  number of relation- 
ships  expressed. 

The  more p r o ~ o ~ ~ ~  difficulty  with  Scott’s  axioms as a theory of belief  is the 
sion that occurs in verifying the axioms when the number of 
check  connectedness, for example,  we  need  only  consider pairs 
ck transitivity,  only  triples of events.  But, it is  fundamental for 

the kind of axiom  schema  (Scott’s  Axiom 4) required to express  necessary and 
sufficient  conditions in the finite  case that n-tuples  of  events of arbitrary n must  be 
studied  as the number of events  increases.  As a possible  empirical  theory of  belief, 
or as a rational one,  this  seems  impractical, and even for fairly  small  experiments, 
the effort to determine  whether  there  is a representing  probability  measure  requires 
the use  of a moderate-sized  computer  facility.  Certainly the experiments do not 
themselves  check  all the possible  n-tuples of comparison.  Again, I will not enter 
into detailed  computations, but in conducting  some  unpublished  experiments on 
measuring  beliefs  some  years  ago,  already I found that  in considering a space  with 
ten  atoms, a small  number for complex  matters, the combinatorial explosion sf  
possible  comparisons sf pairs of  events (not necessarily  atomic)  was  impressive. 
(Talk about atoms is just another way  of talking about the points in a sample  space.) 
If we deal  with 30 or 40 or 50 atoms, the numbers are out of hand, even  when  we 
take maximal  advantage of relationships  implied by the axioms. 

3. INEXACT MEASUREMENT 
In thinking about these  problems  once  again, I asked myself  what are the simplest 

axioms that would  minimize the number of comparisons  needed, and that would 
still  yield  some  results on the underlying  measure  if it is  there. You may  find the 
following  axioms  amusing.  Although I do not propose  them as a serious  set to be 
used  in  extensive  studies of actual beliefs, I do advance  them  as  one  modest  conceptual 
model of how far we can  go in simplifying  the  comparisons we ask for, and yet 
obtain some  kind of results  different from those of  simple order if  the  axioms are 
satisfied. 

The  intuitive  idea of the restricted  system  is to have  five  classes of events:  Those 
that are certain (C),  those that are more  likely than not (M) ,  those that are  less  likely 
than not (L), those that are as likely  as not (E)  and those that are impossible (I) .  
However,  only  two of these  five  classes  of  events  need  be taken as primitive. For 
example, taking the class  of  certain  events and the class  of  events that are more 
likely than not as  primitive, we can  define the other three in the following  manner, 
where  if A is an event,  then not A is of course the event that occurs if A does not, 
i.e.  the  complement  of A :  A is impossible if and only if not A is certain; A is less likely 
than not if and only  if not A is more  likely than not; A is as likely as not if and only if 
A is  neither  certain,  impossible,  more  likely than not, nor less  likely than not. 

Let X be a non-empty  set and let  events  be  subsets  of X. Then the axioms sf 
what I shall  call weak guakitative probability structures are the following : 

Axiom 1. X is  certain. 
Axiom 2. If A implies B and A is  certain,  then B is  certain. 

lies B and A is  more  likely than not, then B is  more  likely  than 
Plot. 
19741] SUPPES - The  Measurement of Belief 167 

Axiom 4. If A implies B but B does not imply A and A is  as  likely as not, then B 
ore  likely than not. 

Axiom 5. If A is  certain, them not A is  impossible. 
Axiom 6. If A is  more  likely than not, then not A is  less  likely than not. 

(A completely formal version of these  axioms can easily  be  given.) 
From the axioms we can easily  prove the following sorts of elementary  theorems : 

If A implies B and B is  less  likely than not, then A is  less  likely than  not; if A is as 
likely as not, then not A is as likely as not; if A is as likely as not, B is as likely  as not, 
and A and B are mutually  exclusive, then the disjunction A or B is certain.  (The  proof 
of the last assertion  uses  Axiom 4.) 

In many  cases the situation described by these  axioms  is about the appropriate 
degree of crudeness of what a person  knows about his  beliefs.  Even in the present 
framework we can add axioms that will force the situation to be  much  tighter.  These 
axioms are of course structural axioms and in general  will not be  satisfied in a given 
situation. For example, we can require that every atom be  less  likely than not, but 
still not impossible, and also that if an event  is  less  likely than not, then there is 
some  second  event  such that the disjunction of the two  is as likely as not. When  these 
structural assumptions are added, we can  show that a system  with three atoms is 
impossible, and a system  of four atoms requires that they  be  equally  probable. The 
three-atom  case  is  easy to see.  By  way  of contradiction, let x, y and z be the numerical 
probabilities of the three  atoms. By hypothesis x < Q, and thus also  by  hypothesis 
either x+y = 4 or x+ z = i, but in the first  case then z = 4, contrary to assumption, 
and in the second  case, y = Q, also contrary to assumption. I shall not explore the 
situation in more  detail,  because it seems to me that these particular structural axioms 
are not especially  interesting. I merely state them as an indication of the kind of 
results we can  get by some  relatively  innocent-appearing structural assumptions. 
Notice that even  with the structural atoms, we are not able to prove that there is an 
ordering of  events in terms of less probable and more  probable. 

For weak qualitative  probability  structures, we can  prove a representation 
theorem. 

Theorem 1. Pf X is  finite or countable, and ( X ,  C, M )  is a weak  qualitative 
probability structure, then there is a probability  measure  defined on the power  set 
of Xsuch that 

(i) PQ.4) = B if and only  if A is  certain, 
(ii) P(A) > 4 if and only if A is  more  likely than not. 

From the definitions  given  above it follows that P(A) < Q if and only if A is  less 
likely than not, P(A) = Q if and only if A is as likely as not and P(A)  = O if and only 
if A is  impossible. 

As a final  system of axioms, I want to introduce purely in terms of belief or 
subjective  probability  what IC consider the appropriate finitistic  analogue of Savage’s 
axioms.  These  constitute an extension of de  Finetti’s  qualitative  conditions  and  lead 
to simple  approximate  measurement of  belief in arbitrary events. The axioms  require 
something that P partly criticized  earlier,  namely, the existence  of  some standard set 
of events  whose  probability  is  known  exactly.  They  would, for example,  be  satisfied 
by  flipping a fair coin n times for some  fixed n. They do  not require that n be 
indefinitely  large and therefore n may  be looked upon as somewhat  more  realistic. 
I give the axioms  here in spite of  my  feeling that, from the standpoint of a serious 
decision  like that on surgery  mentioned  earlier,  they  may  be  unsatisfactory. 

Our axioms for (absolute) Bel are very much like Pat’s more likely than not.

But we allow for thresholds to vary with P, which is why we can also demand
logical closure under conjunction (without a lottery paradox).
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This is from Suppes (1994), “Qualitative Theory of Subjective Probability”:

Qualitative  Theory of Subjective Probability 19 

some  of  the experimental literature on whether people's qualitative  judgments 
do have  the requisite properties.) 

We begin with the concept of a qualitative  probability  structure, the axioms 
for which are very similar formally to those for a finitely additive  probability 
space. The set-theoretical realizations of the  theory  are triples (Q,  5, 2 9 where 
Q is a  nonempty  set, 5 is a family of subsets of Q ,  and  the relation 2 is a binary 
relation on 5. We follow here the discussion given in Luce & Suppes (1965). 

Definition 1 A  structure Q = ( Q ,  5 ,  2 9 is a qualitative probability structure 
if the following axioms are satisfied for all A,  B, and C in 5: 
S1. 5 is an algebra of sets on fl; 
S2. If A 2 B and B 2 C,  then A 2 C; 
S3. A 2 B or B 2 A ;  
S 4 . I f A f 7 C = 0 a n d B f l C = O , t h e n A > B i f a n d o n l y i f A W C ' 2 B U C ;  
S5.  A 2 0; 
S6. Not 0 2 Q .  

The first axiom on 5 is the  same as  the first axiom  of finitely additive prob- 
ability spaces. Axioms S2 and S3 just assert that 2 is a weak ordering of the 
events in 5. Axiom S4 formulates  in  qualitative  terms the  important  and 
essential principle of additivity of mutually exclusive events.  Axiom S5 says 
that  any event is (weakly) more  probable  than  the  impossible  event,  and 
Axiom S6 that the certain event is strictly  more  probable than  the impossible 
event. Defining the strict relation > in the  customary  fashion: 

A > B if and only if not B 2 A, 

we may state  the last axiom as: Q > 0. 
To give a somewhat deeper sense of the  structure  imposed by the  axioms, 

we state  some of the intuitively desirable and expected consequences of the 
axioms. It is convenient in the  statement of some  of  the  theorems to use the 
(weakly) less probable  relation, defined in the usual  manner. 

A 5 B if and  only if B > A .  

The first theorem says that 3 is an extension of the subset  relation. 

Theorem 1 If A C B, then A 5 B. 
Proof. Suppose  on  the contrary,  that  not A 5 B,  i.e. that A > B. By 
hypothesis A c B, so there is a set C,  disjoint from A such that A U C = B.  
Then, because A U 0 f A,  we have at  once 

A U 0 - A  > B = A U C ,  

whence by contraposition of Axiom S4, 0 > C, which contradicts  Axiom Ss. 
Q.E.D. 

Essentially, the qualitative structures underlying our (conditional) Bel are such
that S4 is replaced by:

If A⊇ B, then A≥ B.

If A > B and A > C, then A > B∪C.

And ≥ must be read as: is at least of equal probabilistic order of magnitude as.
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